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President Barzani:
Those who burn
the Kurdish flag
will pay the price
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Colonizing
People’s Minds!

Kurdish President’s Message
to the people of Amuda
In the name of God, the
Gracious, the Merciful,

By | Gazi Hassan
Military colonization of land,
culture, economy, thought, consscience and personality of people
submerged some countries into
underdevelopment and brought
catastrophe and disaster, while
some other countries witnessed
development, openness, liberaliism and prosperity under the occcupiers’ rules. Colonization has
always brought disasters and
crisis to people, whether militariily, culturally or ideologically.
Countries which were colonized
by Middle Eastern powers won
nothing but darkness. But those
which were occupied by Western
countries enjoyed development
and progress.
Occupation and colonization
of people’s mind is a big catasttrophe. The Kurdish media and
some political parties, to make a
self-imposing ground, intend to
occupy people’s minds aiming to
robotize them. Thus, it’s supposed
that the media, in certain time and
place, are considered to be dealiing with people and their audience
as an Eastern occupier, especially
those which spread misinforming
and falsified news. They try to
subordinate people's attitude and
standpoints.
Some political parties that
couldn’t control the political situaation use the current events in
their favor. They have sought the
policy of impelling and imposing
their ideology. It even reached
the point that they’ve occupied
the conscience and the future of
people through colonization their
mind under the slogan of "salarries of people, restoring rights of
people." Some want to occupy
the streets under the pretext of
defending the public rights, to stir
fear, fear from the legitimate autthority and even fear from people
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themselves. They adopt "divide
and conquer" policy which is a
colonial policy. This can be conssidered as an occupation under
the name of defending the rights
of people. It’s supposed that this
process is an Eastern one for usiing the will and need of people to
occupy their voice while voting
to increase the number of votes in
favor of the party, not maintaining
the sovereignty of the citizenship.
This process is currently ongoing
through using the media and the
diplomatic channels by inciting
people’s feelings and using the oil
dossier. Some parties want to divvide people of Kurdistan through
occupying their minds and hand
them one by one, and group by
group to Baghdad. Isn’t this the
image of the era of colonizing
people?
The soft occupation of minds
takes place via fabricated news.
This is performed through TV,
the social networks and ideologiccal political discourse. In the era
of developing communication
means, this is considered as a
serious occupation. The technoloogy in the Middle East seem not
to have been promoting culture,
logical thinking and maintainiing the spirit of responsibility
in dealing with information but
has made the ground to say "I’m
right" that means I have the power
and "you’re wrong," you must be
eliminated because you have no
power.
Some claim eliminating the evil
is achieving the good, which is an
occupying strategy, not liberating
people’s minds. Because it’s not
possible to make good and evil
measurements for liberating peopple from subordination and mind
occupation.

I extend my sincere
thanks to the brave peopple of the city of Amuda,
who are the defenders of
the legitimacy, patriottism and higher values of
the people of Kurdistan.
I appreciate that you prottect Kurdish flag, which
is the flag of the blood of
the martyrs and the sign
of peaceful coexistence,
with your patience and
revolution.
I reassure you that the
path of patriotism and
the Kurdish nationalism
will win and those who
burn Kurdistan’s flag and
torture Kurdish youths

The Kurdistan Region
President Masoud Barzani
and US Vice-Presidentelect Mike Pence spoke
over the phone on Friday
and discussed the developmment of the US-Kurdistan
relations.
The US official commendeed the role of Peshmerga in
defeating the Islamic State
(IS) and assured Barzani
of the new US administrattion's support for Kurds and
the Peshmerga.
Barzani extended his conggratulations to the US Presiident-elect and the VicePresident, reiterating his
gratitude for the US Presiddent-elect for his remarks
on supporting Kurds during
the election campaigns.
Barzani hopes that the
next US administration
will support the Kurds' leggitimate rights. The two
officials also spoke of conssolidating the WashingtonErbil ties.
President Barzani and
Vice-President Biden Had
a Phone Conversation on
Mosul
Barzani
and
Joseph
Biden, the Vice-President
of the United States held
a phone conversation. The
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will be shamed; they will
eventually pay for their
crimes.

Massoud Barzani
December 3, 2016
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two spoke of the latest devvelopments in the effort
to completely liberate the
province of Mosul from
the terrorists of the Islamic
State. Vice President Biden
praised the Peshmerga
forces for their crucial role
in the Mosul operation and
expressed his condolences
to the families and loved

ones of those who paid the
ultimate price. He stated
that the U.S. government
will continue to support the
Iraqi and Kurdish Region
forces in their collective
effort to rid the region of
the terrorists of the Islamic
State.
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Barzani and McGurk Review Mosul Operation
The UK minister of state praises the role of Peshmerga and Kurdistan Region in the war on terrorism
Kurdistan Region Presiddent Masoud Barzani and
Brett McGurk, the US
Presidential Envoy for the
Global Coalition to Countter the Islamic State (IS),
reviewed the ongoing Mossul operation in a meeting
on Saturday in Erbil.
On December 3, Barzani
met with McGurk and his
accompanying delegation
consisting of a number of
officials including the US
Ambassador to Iraq and
Consul General in Erbil.
McGurk praised the role
of Peshmerga in leading
the war on terrorism, and
congratulated
Barzani
on the latest victories of
Peshmerga during the Mossul assault.
The two officials revviewed the latest developmments of the Mosul operattion with the US official
highlighting the coordinnation between the Kurdiish Peshmerga forces and
Iraqi army in the offensive
which is the result of Barz-

zani's prospect and vision.
The two sides reviewed
the ongoing Mosul operattion and the steps to ensure
the stabilization of the city
following the ultimate deffeat of the extremist group
in the province.
The UK minister of

state praises the role of
Peshmerga and Kurdistan
Region in the war on terrrorism
Barzani also met a Britiish delegation headed by
Rory Stewart, the Minister
of State at the Department
for International Develo-

opment, on Saturday in
Erbil to discuss the future
of Mosul after the demise
of the Islamic State (IS) in
the city.
The UK delegation conssisted of a number of dipllomats including Frank
Baker, the UK Ambassad-

dor to Iraq.
The UK Minister of
State praised the role of
Peshmerga and Kurdistan
Region in the war on terrrorism and congratulated
Barzani on the victories
the Peshmerga have scored
during the Mosul assault.

He also valued the effforts of Kurdistan Region
in maintaining tolerance,
coexistence and helping
the IDPs settled in the reggion asserting that Kurdisttan Region has served as
a safe haven for the dispplaced people.
During the meeting, the
two sides also cast light
on the plans for the postIS Mosul, particularly the
process of IDPs' return to
their homes and the reconsstruction of their areas in
Nineveh province.
The British delegation
briefed President Barzani
about the UK's view on
the future of Mosul and
establishing the stability
in the city after the defeat
of IS.
Barzani also explained
Kurdistan Region's view
regarding the post-IS
phase of Mosul, stressing
out the need for ensuring
the rights of all the entities
of the province.

KDP Initiates New Steps to Reactivate
Political Process in Kurdistan
Political parties welcome the
KDP’s political initiative
Kurdistan
Democratic
Party (KDP) resumed a
new round of talks with
other political parties last
week starting from Kurdiistan Islamic Party (KIU)
and Kurdistan Islamic
League.
Secretary of KDP Politbburo, Fazil Mirani, headeed the KDP delegation to
meet with other political
parties.
In the first meeting with
the KIU, Mirani reafffirmed that meetings with
the KIU have always ressulted in “positive” acccomplishments, an inddicator that the meeting
was fruitful.
The new round of talks
was initiated by the KDP
after the Kurdish pollitical parties reached a
stalemate. The pivotal
purposes of the talks are
to find a common roadmmap to bring together all,
or the majority, of the pollitical parties to break the
current political deadllocked.

After meeting with the
KIU, Mirani added that
all the political parties
have shown their intereest to solve the disputes
in a bid in benefit to the
Kurdistan Region.
It is worth mentioning
that the meetings started
after a call from Kurdisttan Regional President
Massoud Barzani asking
the political parties to
approach the negotiation
table. The President's inittiative has kindled new
hope once again to the
region’s political situattion.
Barzani said that the
parties can reactivate the
parliament after being
suspended for one year
since the Speaker Yousif
Mohammed was preventeed from entering Erbil by
electing a new leadership
that should not include
those whose actions led
to the crisis.
In his frank message for
all the political parties,
the President urged them

to form a new cabinet
and nominate a candiddate to take his position
until the next presidential
elections, adding he will
support him definitely.
The KDP delegation
met with Kurdistan Isllamic League (KIL) too.
Despite close relation
with the Change Movemment, former opposition

party and locally known
as Gorran, KIL’s ministters have not been dismmissed from the cabinet.
The KDP said several
times that it has political
disputes with Gorran but
the KIL sided with Gorrran’s policy.
Despite all the disputes,
the KIL was the first partty to welcome President

Barzani’s call to solve
the current problems. It
has been the first time
over the last year that
KIL expressed its politiccal stance before Gorran.
Mr. Mirani said after
meeting with Ali Bapir,
the KIL leader, that they
have always had good rellations, an indicator that
their meeting was posit-

tive too.
The KDP delegation
met with Kurdistan
Communist Party, Kurdiistan Socialist Party,
Toilers Party and Turkmmen parties as well. It is
expected to visit the city
of Sulaimani and meet
with the Patriotic Union
of Kurdistan (PUK) and
Gorran too.
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UN stresses the need to settle outstanding
issues between Baghdad and Erbil
Kurdistan Regional Goveernment Prime Minister
Nechirvan Barzani recceived UN Assistant Secrretary General for Politiccal Affairs, Miroslav Jinka
and Special Representattive of the UN Secretary
General in Iraq, Jan Kubiš
and their accompanied
delegation.
Mr. Jinka stressed the
need to settle all the outsstanding issues between
Baghdad and Erbil through
dialogue, for which he exppressed the readiness of
the international organizattion to help holding talks
between the two sides.
He commended the level
of cooperation and cooordination between the
Kurdistan Region military

forces, the Peshmerga, and
the Iraqi army in the war
against the Islamic State

terrorist group, ISIS.
He also praised the Kurdiistan regional Government

for having accommodated
and provided assistance to
a large number of refugees

and displaced persons,
who fled ISIS terrorists
and took refuge in the
Kurdistan Region.
Mr. Jinka expressed his
hope for the implementattion of a general reconciliaation plan between Iraq’s
various communities after
the return of the displaced
persons to their places of
origin following the eliminnation of ISIS. He stressed
that such plan would bring
peace, stability and securrity to the region.
Prime Minister Barzani
said the Kurdistan Region
has become a safe haven
for displaced persons and
refugees, stressing howeever that due to the sevvere financial difficulties
which it faces, Kurdistan

cannot provide the needed
humanitarian assistance
without the support of the
international community.
On the relations between
Erbil and Baghdad, he
pointed out that a noticeaable military coordination
and cooperation between
the two sides have been
reached over the past few
months, which helped
achieving victories in the
war against terrorism.
He noted, however, that
such level of cooperation
has not yet been met in
other fields, stressing that
the Kurdistan Region is
ready to hold talks with
Baghdad to settle all the
issues through mutual undderstanding.

Prime Minister Barzani: Transparency in
oil and gas sector is KRG’s top priority
The Kurdistan Regional
Government signed an
agreement with the multtinational
professional
services firm, Ernst and
Young, to audit oil and gas
processes in the Kurdistan
Region.
During the signing cereemony on Wednesday,
Prime Minister Nechirvvan Barzani described the
agreement as an important
step by the Kurdistan Reg-

gional Government to be
more transparent in the oil
and gas revenues and exppenditures.
He said that the agreemment will further strengtheen the transparent and
independent auditing proccess for oil and gas sector.
He added that transpareency in the sector is his
government’s top priority.
This is the second oilaudit agreement that the

KRG has signed with majjor international auditing
firms. Earlier this year,
the KRG signed a similar
deal with Deloitte.
Senior government offficials and the Head of
British Consulate-General
in the Kurdistan Region
participated in the signiing ceremony, which took
place at the Council of
Ministers in Erbil.

Iraqi Oil Ministry welcomes
KRG PM’s initiative to resolve oil row
The Iraqi Ministry of Oil
on Monday welcomed the
Kurdistan Regional Goveernment (KRG) Prime
Minister’s initiative to ressolve oil revenue and budgget sharing disputes.
The Iraqi Oil Ministry
released a statement sayiing they welcomed the
initiative by the KRG PM
in regards to handing over
the KRG’s oil exports to
the federal government in
Baghdad.
Baghdad in return would
pay the salaries of the civil
servants in the Kurdistan
Region.
The Iraqi government
cut the Region’s 17 perccent constitutional share

from the national budget
in early 2014, including
the civil servants’ salaries.
The budget cut encouraaged the KRG to export

and sell its oil independdently.
In the statement, the Iraqi
Ministry of Oil accused
the KRG of not abiding

by the previous agreement
signed between Erbil and
Baghdad to deliver the
Kurdistan Region’s oil.
Moreover,
Baghdad

claimed the KRG’s indeppendent oil sales resulted
in “deficit in the federal
budget in the past years.”
“It is the responsibility
of the KRG to pay the salaaries of the civil servants,”
the statement added.
The statement concluded
that the Iraqi government
and Ministry of Oil were
keen to alleviate the suffferings of the people of
Kurdistan.
The Ministry also hoped
a new agreement would
be reached with the KRG
where both sides stood by
the deal and implemented
it in a transparent way.
On Nov.27, the KRG PM
Nechirvan Barzani disc-

cussed the disputes with
Baghdad including the
budget share and independdent sale of oil.
“The priority of the KRG
is to resolve the disputes
with Baghdad, and if we
know that the problems
will be solved, we are alwways ready to visit Baghddad and resolve the issues
especially the budget isssue,” PM Barzani said.
“If Baghdad is ready to
pay the salaries of the civil
servants in the Kurdistan
Region, we are ready for
an agreement with them,”
the PM concluded.
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PYD Burns the Kurdish Flag and
Flies the Syrian Instead
PYD arrests activists,
closes political offices and
torches the Kurdistan flag
upon Syrian regime and
PKK orders in Rojava.
The Kurdish parties in
Rojava claim that PYD
arrested Kurdish activists
upon orders from the Syriian regime
Nouri Brimo, a leading
member of the National
Council of Kurds in Syria,
locally known as ENKS,
said that the Syrian regime
asked the Democratic
Union Party (PYD), which
is a left-wing Kurdish pollitical party established in
2003, to arrest the ENKS
members and use military
power to close their offfices.
Brimo said, “There is a
huge ongoing campaign
started by PYD against

the other Kurdish politiccal parties in Rojava. This
campaign included burniing the Kurdistan flag, arrresting political activists
and closing the political
offices.”
The ENKS politician
went on and stated that
all of these pressures are
upon an order from Syrian
regime and the Kurdistan
Workers’ Party (PKK).
Brimo added that the
PYD has raised hundreds
of Syrian flags over the
party and governmental
offices in Rojava recently.
He is confused about
why the Kurdistan flag is
not allowed to be raised in
a Kurdish region and why
the PYD men burn it and
raise the Syrian one insstead.

Italian Foreign Minister Hails Peshmerga
Head of Kurdistan Democcratic Party’s Foreign
Relations Office, Hemin
Hawrami, Participates at
Foreign Policy Forum in
Berlin
During a meeting on
the sidelines of the Berlin
Forum on Foreign Policy
where Hemin Hawrami
is participating by officcial invitation, extended
the greetings of President
Massoud Barzani to the
Italian Foreign Minister
Paolo Gentiloni Silveri,
and thanked the governmment and people of Italy
for their support toward
the people of Kurdistan.
Silveri expressed praise
on the Kurdistan Region
for courageously fighting

against extremism while
defending their freedom
and said his government
will continue providing
support for the Kurds in
military and humanitarian
aspects.
For the second year,
Hemin Hawrami head of
KDP’s FRO is attending
the event by official invittation which is scheduled
for 29th November.
The Berlin Foreign Poliicy Forum gives an intternational group of 200
eminent politicians, goveernment representatives,
experts and journalists
the opportunity to discuss
some of the central Germman and European foreign
policy issues.

Federal Foreign Minister
Frank-Walter Steinmeier
spoke at the Forum on 29
November with a speech
on perspectives of German
and European foreign poliicy, followed by a discusssion with Italy’s Foreign
Minister Paolo Gentiloni.
In an interview during
the Forum, Federal Miniister of Finance Wolfgang
Schäuble will elaborate
on “Europe at the Crossrroads”.
Furthermore, the results
of a representative survey
commissioned by Körber
Foundation on German
attitudes towards Europe
will be first presented at
the Forum. You may find
further information about

this here shortly.
In addition, this year’s
Forum will focus the folllowing issues central to
German and European
foreign policy: What are
the perspectives on a rappprochement between Russsia and the EU and on

managing the multiple
conflicts in the Middle
East? What role for the EU
in Asia? And which foreeign policy priorities are to
be expected from the new
US administration?
About 200 high-ranking
politicians, government

representatives,
experts
and journalists will gather
at the Berlin Foreign Poliicy Forum on November
29. More than half of the
participants are internattional guests from Europe,
the Middle East, Asia and
the United States.

KRG ready for new agreement with Baghdad over financial disputes
Kurdistan Regional Goveernment (KRG) has annnounced that it is ready
to renew the bilateral disccussions with the central
government in Baghdad
in hopes of preserving the
financial rights of Kurds,
among public servants, in
the federal budget.
In a statement released
on December 2nd, KRG
welcomes any comprehhensive negotiation with
the Iraqi central governmment in hopes of finding
a solution to their prollonged disputes over the
budget sharing and oil
exports. However, Erbil
insists that it must be conssulted before Baghdad

unilaterally approves the
national budget bill and
sends it to the parliament

for voting.
“We reiterate that KRG
is ready for a deal with

the [Iraqi] federal governmment in return for [Baghddad’s commitment to]

provide the full financial
rights of Kurdistan Reggion’s public servants,”

reads the statement.
KRG however criticcizes the amendments in
the budget draft law for
2017, which have unillaterally been introduced
by Baghdad while Erbil
received no notification
about it.
According to the amendmment, the Iraqi central
government pays 317 billlion IRD for the Kurdish
public servant’s wages
and demands 300,000 barrrels of oil from Kurdistan
Region. “The necessary
budget to pay the wages
of nearly 1.4 million empployees equals to 880 billlion IRD in a month,” the
statement continues.
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Iraq Considers Shrinking
in Size of Parliament
Iraqi parliament is now considering a shrink
in the number of the representatives as well
as the members of the provincial councils,
said a Kurdish parliament member.
“Iraqi Parliament Speaker Salim al-Jabouri
held a meeting with the heads of the parliammentary blocks on Wednesday to suggest a
proposal on decreasing the number of MPs,
members of provincial councils and monittoring boards,” MP Ashwaq Jaff told BasNNews.
She pointed out that the proposal is part
of an austerity program through which Iraq
hopes to survive the acute financial crisis.
The plan is to slash the number of parliammentary seats by half, dissolve the mayoral
councils, shrink the provincial councils in
the country, according to Jaff who explained
that an amendment in article 49 from the
Iraqi constitution will be needed prior to the
voting session on the bill.

Iranian Border Guards Kill a
Kurdish Porter and Injure 4
A group of Iranian Kurdish porters from
Mariwan city in western Iran were shot by the
security forces on Tuesday which resulted in
the death of one porter and wounding several
others.
Hengaw Human Rights News reported on
November 29, 2016, that Iranina security
forces targeted a number of Kurdish backpack
carriers on the outskirts of Mariwan city. Acccording to local sources, the offensive killed
a Kurdish worker named Kamal Bamarz, 27,
and severely wounded 4 others.
Despite being the most dangerous job in the
Iranian Kurdistan, backpacking is the only
source for many Kurdish people to earn a liviing for their families.

Baghdad Intervenes in Sinjar
through Hashd Al-Shaabi
Sheikh Khudida, a member of Sinjar mayooral council, told BasNews that Baghdad's
attempt of interfering in Sinjar's affairs is
strongly opposed by its people, stressing that
only the Peshmerga forces should secure the
area, not other illegitimate forces.
He also noted that following the return of
the IDPs to the district, a referendum should
be held for annexing Sinjar to the Kurdistan
Region and all the illegitimate forces need to
vacate the area.
"We demand a governorate under Kurdistan
Regional Government's rule to be established
in Sinjar," he said.

Six Other Kurdish Yezidis
Rescued from IS
Six other Kurdish Yezidis have been resccued from Islamic State (IS) captivity, and
brought back to safety in Kurdistan Reggion, said Kurdistan Regional Government
(KRG) Committee to Locate and Rescue
Kurdish Yezidi Abductees.
Hussein Qa'idi, the head of the committtee, confirmed to BasNews on Tuesday that
the Yezidi abductees were freed in an area
around Sinjar, a predominantly Yezidi town
in northern Iraq.
The rescued Yezidis consisted of two
women and four men, all from Tel Qasp
subdistrict of Sinjar.
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120 Female Fighters Serve
inside Rozh Forces
Badal Bandi, the commandeer of Rozh Forces in Rojavva revealed that 35 fighters
from his forces have been
martyred and 200 others injjured in the fight against the
Islamic State (ISIS) so far.
Rozh Forces was foundeed in Rojava on April 12,
2012 by a decision made
by Kurdistan Region Presiddent, Masoud Barzani. The
forces have been playing
significant role in fighting
against ISIS. The forces
consist of 1540 fighters,
120 of them are females.
According to Bandi, over

30 important points are
under his forces control in
the Kaske and Mosul Dam
area. What made Bandi
happy is the unity of all
Kurdish fighters from all
the parts in the fight against
terrorism.
The forces were founded
to defend Kurdish people's
rights in Rojava, but right
now they are serving in
Southern Kurdistan fightiing ISIS. Just like other
Peshemrga fighters Rozh
forces are supported by US
and the coalition forces.

Seventh Duhok International
Trade Fair kicks off

Attended by 42 local and
foreign companies, the 7th
Duhok International Trade
Fair was organized on the
Duhok International Fair
Ground between Decembber 1st and 4th, 2016.
Sheikh Ayad Abdulhalim,
Head of the Duhok Chambber of Commerce and Inddustry, who attended the
fair opening, says this is a
very important event and
helps strengthen the businness and trade industry in
the province.
Majority of the exhibittors were Turkish, Iranian
or local companies as well
as agents of other foreign

companies in the Kurdisttan Region and Duhok.
The exhibition was visite-

ed by a considerable numbber of local and foreign
business people and local

government officials.

Baghdad owes Peshmerga its
budget share: Spokesperson
Kurdistan Regional Goveernment (KRG) insists on
the financial rights of the
Peshmerga forces from the
Iraqi federal budget as they
are part of Iraq’s defense
system.
KRG’s Peshmerga Miniistry Spokesperson Halggord Hikamt told Anadolu
Agency that the Kurdish
forces are yet to receive
their financial rights from
the central government, altthough there have been impprovements in the ties bettween Erbil and Baghdad.
Hikmat explained that
Peshmerga forces’ effecttiveness in the war on Isllamic State (IS) has gained
them confidence, and the
ties between KRG and the
Iraqi government has never
been such strong.
He believes that deliveriing Peshmerga's share from

Iraq’s 2017 budget “is not
impossible” as the sides are
now cooperating closely.
Since the start of the war
against IS, and more speccifically after the beginn-

ning of Mosul operation on
October 17, the Peshmergga forces and Iraqi army
joined to combat terrorism
from one unified frontline.
However, the Kurdish off-

ficial insists that Baghdad
owes Peshmerga a share
from the budget for the past
several years, and needs to
be paid off.
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Mosul; an economic opportunity!
By Swara Kadir
Is the liberation of Mossul going to bring about
economic changes in the
Kurdistan region? What
are the economic changes
that will take place for
Kurdistan as the moon of
Da’esh wanes ?
The Mosul military camppaign continues to make
success and is pushing
back Da’esh further and
further towards Syria.
The Peshmarga forces
have made great success
in rolling back Da’esh on
its frontiers, and the Iraqi
army is delving deep into
the heart of Mosul. Milittarily the Mosul operation
is doing great. What ramiffications has this had on
the non-military side?
There is a continual

influx of Internally Dispplaced Persons (IDPs) and
refugees, even before the
Mosul operation, which
has placed a great strain
on the Kurdistan Region.
In addition, other IDPs
from other places as well
have added up all together
to an estimated one milllion and eight hundred
thousand. This number is
quite big in proportion to
the mere five to six million
indigenous Kurds living in
the Kurdistan Region. The
nearly two million IDPs
and refugees have placed
a great strain on the econoomy. This has caused high
rates of unemployment.
Furthermore, there has
been increasing demand
on scarce resources such

as food, electricity, watter, and residential places.
However, there is some
good news.
Since the liberation of the
areas previously under the
control of Da’esh, IDPs
and refugees are beginning
to return to their homes in
an attempt to resettle back.
This is welcomed news as
it will reduce the strain
on the Kurdistan Region
economy in terms of jobs
and scare resources. Also,
the return of these people
back to their homes is
starting something else
which is economically favvourable to the Kurdistan
Region.
Recently there has been
a 10-15% increase in the
price of construction mat-

terials such as steel bars
and cement blocks. This
is due to the gradual recconstruction process that
is starting in the near-Mossul liberated areas where
people are rebuilding their
places. There are varyiing estimates as to how
much the reconstruction
of Mosul will cost but it is
certainly going to be quite
costly in millions if not
in billions of US dollars.
This will be in the benefit
of the Kurdistan Region as
it’s the closest neighbour
to Mosul. From Erbil to
Mosul it’s less than a hunddred kilometres, Dohuk to
Mosul is even less. Meaniing that there will be a lot
of demand from the consstruction market in Erbil

and Dohuk. This might
create a construction
boom and bring in a lot of
capital into the Kurdistan
Region, but this will not
be the only benefit.
There was prior to Dae’sh
extensive trade routes bettween the Kurdistan Reggion and Mosul. These
were all cut off by Dae’sh,
but these routes will
quickly open up again and
it will bring back the much
needed transportation and
trade channels that was an
economic life line for both
Mosul and the Kurdistan
Region. Currently the only
trade route to the rest of
Iraq is Kirkuk, once Mossul opens up again there
will be a return to multiple
trade channels which will

be great for the Kurdistan
economy.
Last but not least the
liberation of Mosul will
probably bring back the
foreign investors. Many
foreign investors and intternational companies fled
the Kurdistan Region due
to the high security risk of
the proximity of Dae’sh on
Kurdistan Region’s bordder. Many of these foreign
investors will soon return
with the threat of Dae’sh
disappearing. This will be
a much needed economic
injection for the financial
flu that the Kurdistan Reggion is suffering from.
Swara7kadir@aol.com

Turkish Government Seizes another Kurdish Municipality
A total of 46 Kurdish mayors have been arrested so far
The Turkish Interior
Ministry seized the admministration of the Munnicipality of the Kurdish
city of Bitlis last week
and appointed a top burreaucrat in the province
as a trustee to run the
mayor’s office.
The city’s elected Comayors Huseyin Olan
and Nevin Dasdemir
Dagkiran were arrested
a couple of days before
and remanded to prison
in a probe related to “terrrorism.”
The Co-mayor of Gurroymak, Mehmet Emin
Ozkan, and his deputy
Senaye Ata, and deputy
head of the opposition of

the pro-Kurdish Peoples’
Democratic Party (HDP)
Nazime Avras were also
imprisoned.
Guroymak (Norşîn in
Kurdish) is a district in
Bitlis Province 130 miles
northeast of Diyarbakir.
The people of Bitlis
elected Olan and Dagkkiran with 44 percent of
votes in Turkey’s 2014
local elections.
Ankara-appointed goveernor Ahmet Cinar was
to act as the mayor in
their stead according to
a press release from his
office.
With the appointment,
the number of Kurdish
Democratic Regions Part-

ty (DBP)-run municipaliities that has been seized
by the Turkish Governm-

ment has risen to 36.
The party’s predecessor,
now dissolved Peace and

Democracy Party (BDP),
won 103 municipal admministrations at towns-

ship, city, and provincial
level in 2014.
According to an HDP
count, and with the adddition of latest arrests
in Bitlis, the number of
Kurdish mayors in dettention or prison is 46,
among them Mardin’s
Ahmet Turk and Diyarbbakir’s Gultan Kisanak.
Turkish authorities acccuse the elected Kurdish
officials of collaboratiing with and aiding the
banned Kurdistan Workeers’ Party (PKK) that has
been waging decades-old
guerrilla warfare for auttonomy against the Turkiish state.

Kurdish Bodybuilders Shine in
International Championship
Two Kurdish bodybuildeers won gold medals at the
International Bodybuildiing Diamond Cup Champpionship held in Greece.
Nizar Ghazali and Sarddar Ismael took part in the
two-day long event, going
up against competitors
from 40 countries.
Nizar Ghazali competed
against 5 others, lifting
85kg weights. He came
first, winning the gold
medal.
Sardar Ismael also won
gold, in the 90 kg weightllifting category.
Ghazali and Ismael had

hoped to win the pro-card
which qualifies athletes

to participate in the internnational competition Mr.

Olympia.
Though they failed to

achieve that goal but they
are proud of the gold meda-

als they won.
"We can participate in
many other championsships, although we didn't
win the pro-card. We
expected that one of us
would win it. But the

cup was given to a Greek
bodybuilder, as the champpionship was held there in
Greece," Ghazali told Ruddaw Sport.
"What made me happy
was that Sardar and I won

gold medals."
Congratulations poured
in from Kurdish fans and
sports personnel all over
the world. Rudaw's coveraage of the championship
caused an online frenzy,
engaging fans from all
around the world.
Failure to win the procard will not discourage
them, Ghazali said. They
will be competing again
in the United States soon.
"I cannot describe how
happy I am. We dedicate
our medals to the Peshmmerga," Ismael told Ruddaw.
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The Kurdish Painter Falah Shwan
The Kurdish artist and
painter Falah Shwan,
who’s now living in
USA, Ohio, was born
in Kirkuk. He’s studied
primary and secondary
schools in the city. In
1981, he was admitted to
the Institute of Fine Arts
in Sulaimani, department
of painting and gained
diploma in painting in
1986.
The starting point of
Falah with art backs to
secondary school, when
adolescence is the color
and world that the univ-

versal art works puts
one’s attention onto art
, and stepping toward
the hidden word of art.
The basis of research
and deepening into porttrait, model and city life
which are considered
academic works. He’s
participated in all exhibbitions every year, and
in 1985 he opened an
exhibition with the painteers Ali Seddiq and Gazi
Muhamad in New Art
Hall in Kirkuk. He’s also
participated in many exhhibitions of Kurdish arti-

ists in Sulaimani, Erbil
and Duhok. In 1991, he
conducted some activitties in the capital Erbil
as participation in Kurdiish artists’ exhibitions in
the citadel, Mediya Hall
and the joint exhibition
of Ashty Garmyani and
Gazi Muhamad in Dammascus and Aleppo.
From 1993, during which
he was residing in Syria,
he participated in exhibittions in Russia and Iraqi
cultural centers and Red
Crescent in Syria. His
works are a special and
appealing world, porttraying the events and
happening that were
happening in the narrrow neighborhoods of
Kirkuk, its citadel and

Rahimawa district, with
the wide-eyed cat, the
hanged man, and the
terrifying land cruiser
which belonged to the
Bath security forces.
Then he turned to Gusttav Klimt and was very
much influences by his
love motifs. With oil coloors and acrylic his works
characterize special featture. He’s now residing
in the USA and is paintiing and working as an art
teacher. Kurdistan is part
of the sufferings that one
can perceive in his paintiings. Examples of his
works have been given
special interest in Asia
and America.
By Ashti Garmiyani

3rd Kurdish Film Festival in Gothenberg , Sweden
3rd Kurdish Film Festival
in Gothenberg , Sweden
With the presence of filmmmakers and the showing of
"Lovers Die Standing," the
3rd Kurdish Film Festival
in Gothenberg started.
The first day of the festivval began with the showiing of the film "Lovers Die
Standing" which is prodduced by the Kurdish dirrector Shahram Maslakhi
who is from Sinna, eastern
Kurdistan. The film won
the best prize of Sulaimani
Film Festival.
The Kurdish director

Shwan Attuf has also takeen part and his films were

shown.
The Head of Fine Arts

in Sweden said, regardiing this festival, that he’s

eager for the Kurdish cineema and promoting relattions between Kurdish and
Swedish artists and would
do what he could for this
purpose. “I participated in
Sulaimani Film Festival
and I think the Kurdish
artists have great skills in
filmmaking. Art, especiallly cinema, plays important
role in easing the tensions.
We should benefit from
the opportunity in the best
form possible” said Lars
Bejork, the Head of Fine
Arts in Sweden.
The organizer of the fest-

tival Dilshad Ahmad said
“though making films in
this complex and confflicted era would be challlenging, but opinions tell
us we should go on. I hope
we can put some influence
on the world.”
The 3rd Kurdish Film
Festival in Gothenberg beggan on the 22 and continuued until 28 of November
with the participation of
Iran, Turkey, Sweden and
Kurdistan of course.
By H.G. Hassan

